
 

     OMOIDE NO MÂNÎ (WHEN MARNIE WAS THERE) is a Fourth 

Quarter 2017 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial 

Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, 

Pennsylvania. Here’s Kino Ken’s review of that mystical animation 

from Japan. 

16 of a possible 20 points                           **** of a possible ***** 

Japan   2014   color   103 minutes   feature animation fantasy 

dubbed in English   Studio Ghibli / Toho Company /Dentsu / 

Hakuhodo DY Media Partners   Producers: Yoshiaki Nishimura, 

Koji Hoshino, Geoffrey Wexler (English version), Toshio Suzuki 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or 

performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

             Direction: Hiromasa Yonebayashi 

0           Editing: Rie Matsubara 

2           Photography: Atsushi Okui 

2           Lighting 

2           Animation: Masashi Ando (Animation Director) 

1           Screenplay: Keiko Niwa, Masashi Ando, and 



                              Hiromasa Yonebayashi based on the novel  

                              by Joan Robinson 

2            Music: Takatsugu Muramatsu, Priscilla Ahn (theme music) 

                           Francisco Tarriega (“Valse in La Mayor” from 

                           Recuerdos de la Alhambra) 

2             Production Design: Yohei Taneda  

               Character Design: Masashi Ando    

2             Sound: Eriko Kimura, Jamie Simone (English Version) 

               Sound Direction: Koji Kasamatsu 

1             Voices Acting 

2             Creativity 

16 total points 

 

English Voices Cast: Ava Acres (Sayaka), Kathy Bates  

(Mrs. Kadoya), Taylor Autumn Bertman (j) (Young Marnie), 

Mila Brener (j) (Young Hisako), Ellen Burstyn (Nan), Geena Davis 

(Yoriko Sasaki), Grey Griffin (Setsu Oiwa), Catherine O’Hara 

(Elderly Lady), Takuma Oroo (Neighborhood Association Officer), 

John Reilly (Kiyomasa Oiwa), Raini Rodriguez (Nobuko Kadoya), 

Kiernan Shipka (Older Marnie), Hailee Steinfeld* (Anna),  

Vanessa Williams (Hisako), Bob Bergen (Dr. Yamashita) 

 

     Fantasy has become synonymous with Japan’s Studio Ghibli 

and producer Toshio Suzuki. With animator Hayao Miyazaki 

restricting himself to short films and son Goro turning his 

attention to television production of Swedish novelist  

Astrid Lindgren’s Ronja Rövardottir (Ronia, the Robber’s 

Daughter), Suzuki approved director Hiromasa Yonebayashi’s 

concepts for an animated feature adaptation of English writer 

Joan Robinson’s complicated When Marnie Was There.                            

      Originally published in 1967, the book’s Norfolk seaside 

setting and introverted foster child Anna proved more popular in 



Japan than in either its homeland or the United States. Long out 

of print in the latter two countries, it’s remained enticing enough 

to preadolescent girl readers in the land of the rising sun for 

repeated reprints there. Perhaps timeless themes of a child’s 

search for roots and the attraction of things and people unfamiliar 

are irresistible to them. 

     For his film production of the Robinson novel, director 

Yonebayashi chose to relocate events in Japan while preserving 

the two main character’s English names and a tempestuous 

climax. Such Oriental transformation of scenery and secondary 

character identities should not be particularly disorienting to 

schoolchildren in English-speaking countries. For few of them 

have been able to even find the source text in library or store, let 

alone read it. 

     Robinson’s fictional tale pivots on loner Anna, sent to the shore 

from metropolitan London for revitalization through invigorating 

sea breezes. When Marnie Was There traces its protagonist’s 

gradual reunion with human society she has largely neglected as 

unnecessary. Part of her problem is a sense of repeated 

victimization from abandonments. Parents who die prematurely in 

a car wreck and a maternal grandmother caretaker’s succumbing 

to depression-induced fatal illness leave preschooler Anna to the 

mercies of a regional children’s home. Several years pass before 

the Northumberland native is adopted and taken to live in 

London, where northern dialect and customs make her odd girl 

out. She doesn’t assimilate, returning disfavors received by 

retreating into an indifferent private world. Friendless, asthmatic, 

and failing in school, Anna teeters on the edge of complete 

isolation from peer acceptance, a situation presumably only 

correctible by immediate change of scenery.  

     This back story is slowly dribbled out during the course of the 

narrative in tantalizing clues about the heroine’s past. 

Yonebayashi wisely keeps that pattern but converts names of 



supporting characters so Mrs. Preston, for example, becomes 

Yoriko, the girl’s foster mother. This substitute parent, after 

consultation with a doctor, decides to send her ward to an older 

couple, Mr. and Mrs. Oiwa in Hokkaido. That coldest of Japanese 

islands replaces Norfolk, curiously reversing the novel’s southerly 

migration scheme. There Anna’s left largely to her own imaginings 

and artistic inspirations, immersed in natural beauty and sounds. 

As are viewers.  

     Gradually obsessing over the picturesque building across the 

creek from a preferred viewing spot, the visitor from Sapporo 

(stand-in for London) rows there after a violent dispute with 

another child her age at the Tanabata Festival. It’s an enchanted 

evening on the seventh day of Month Seven, when star god and 

star goddess cross the Milky Way to briefly reunite. Parallel to 

this, Anna’s journey acquaints her with a ghost-like inhabitant of 

Marsh House. Someone called Marnie, who appears to be the 

same age as herself. 

     Marnie’s also an outsider, blonde and formally attired, yet 

considerably more daring than the clumsy amateur rower she 

befriends. Generally ignored, consigned to Nurse’s supervision at 

home, Marnie longs for love and parental attention. In that 

respect she is a mirror of Anna.  

     The two girls discover in each other what has been missing 

from their lives as summer days and nights allow plenty of time to 

cement a friendship, the most intense experience of shared 

affection either has yet known. Tomboy Anna and elegant, 

aristocratic Marnie admire each other as opposites forming a 

complete, perfect wholeness when together.  

     Their world is no paradise, though. They learn through shared 

confidences and observation of one another’s routines that no 

one’s life is ideal and untroubled. Marnie is terrified of heights and 

physically abusive overseer. Anna cannot conquer loneliness or 

faulty breathing without external assistance. The orphaned 



traveler longs for genuine parents of her own. Yet the two Marnie 

has come with liabilities she will happily forego.  

     Several counters to conventional truisms are apparent. Home is 

no refuge for either playmate, beauty and wealth lead to 

frustrations or callousness, art itself is not fully rewarding unless 

admired and validated by another human being. The elder 

generation is as mistake-prone as successors.  

     A breach arises between the companions one stormy night 

when Anna is left behind in a silo – a rather disappointingly 

humdrum change from Robinson’s far spookier windmill based on 

an actual Norfolk landmark – by a comrade. Marnie abandons her 

chum and doesn’t even have the grace to apologize about it. She 

just does a patented disappearing act when the idolizing brunette 

is at her most vulnerable. Preparing the way for social integration 

with a real friend rather than just a wish-fulfillment. 

     Unfortunately, the film ends with the same error as the novel, 

a set of tidy and timely reminiscences by a woman artist named 

Hisako who just happens to be a contemporary of Marnie’s. 

Furthermore, late summer arrival Sayaka is an annoyingly 

overbearing precocious sunburst only a very foolish juvenile 

would trade for leisure with the Marsh House resident. Sometimes 

dreams are far superior to present realities, this being one such 

case. 

     Director Yonebayashi has said his approach here was inspired 

by watching Yoshifumi Kondo’s WHISPER OF THE HEART, another 

Studio Ghibli film with girl protagonist struggling to overcome low 

self-esteem. Kondo’s film features traditional boy meets girl 

romance and an inviting Tokyo where lead characters avidly 

pursue story writing and music performance. WHEN MARNIE WAS 

THERE centers on a budding, friendless artist lionizing another girl 

primarily because of superior beauty and financial resources, two 

attributes of no particular interest to Kondo’s heroine. Both 

productions utilize classical music effectively, Francisco Tarriega’s 



best-known waltz melody creating a sensuous aura of bittersweet 

reminiscence for Anna’s dream of adults dancing at Marsh House. 

     For sheer visual beauty, WHEN MARNIE WAS THERE rates just 

as high as any previous Studio Ghibli export. Hand-drawn 

animation is lavishly detailed, free of distracting jolts. More 

problematic are unnecessary exchange of Norfolk setting for 

Hokkaido coast and an injected Japanese traditional holiday 

which doesn’t correspond to anything in Robinson’s story. All  

distinct English flavorings of speech have also been jettisoned, 

depriving child viewers of opportunity to savor authentic regional 

dialogue, one of the book’s strongest assets. 

     Even more upsetting, Robinson’s introverted Priscilla, who has 

to be introduced and led into speech with Anna by older brother 

Andrew, is in this film an extroverted chatterbox whose 

conversation is far too mature for her years. A mismatch absent 

from the book, where Priscilla uses age-appropriate vocabulary 

and makes a number of faulty inferences, wrongly assuming Anna 

used to live in Marsh House, that she kept a diary, was a poor 

speller, and had a crush on someone named Edward. The 

Londoner and her adult artist acquaintance must redirect her 

thinking, natural enough considering the Lindsay child’s limited 

experience and deductive powers relative to theirs. The 

metamorphosis of Scilla into Sayaka is a repugnant one.  

     Redeeming virtues abound, however. Hailee Steinfeld ably 

captures the boyish brusqueness and defensive aloofness of Anna, 

though other voices cast members operate on lower levels 

ranging from mere adequacy to wretchedly off-base. Sound 

recording is strikingly memorable and fully nuanced, as is 

shading. Atsushi Ohui keeps his camera in motion, employing 

diverse camera angles to build suspense and maintain momentum 

while foregrounding expressive faces in scenes depicting tension 

or surprise. Making Marnie totally corporeal on screen is a 



winning decision too. For she is quite real in the minds of first 

Anna and later snoopy diary reader Sayaka.  

     Boasting livelier, more sympathetic characters than his prior 

feature, a sluggishly predictable and painfully dour adaptation of 

Mary Norton’s The Borrowers titled in English THE SECRET 

WORLD OF ARRIETTY, Yonebayashi’s second creation reflects a 

director confident of his abilities, though still dogged by pacing 

and characterization missteps. These are aggravated by editing 

which varies between too hasty and pointlessly dragging, neither 

commending itself to audiences.  

     Yet overall the film is engrossing and lovely to view. A music 

score supplying maximum ambience compensates for errant vocal 

impressions of Japanese characters attempting to uphold national 

credibility while telling a tale imported from a substantively 

different culture. 

     This GKids dvd release is acceptable and even inspirational 

viewing for ages ten and up. It’s too complex in plotting for 

younger audiences to follow successfully.  

     Bonus features include six minutes of trailers and tv spots for 

the feature and a Behind the Scenes thirteen-minute featurette 

introducing members of the English dub voices cast.  


